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DOOSAN Gallery New York is pleased to announce Eunsil Lee’s solo exhibition, Perfectly Matched from 
November 17th through December 29th, 2016. 
  
Eunsil Lee explores humanity’s often duplicitous and contradictory attitudes in regards to desires 
that are marked as taboos in society through her art. In these works, Lee uses hanji, a Korean paper 
made from mulberry trees, a common material often used in traditional Asian art. She takes many 
sheets of the paper and thickly layers them together, then piles on mineral pigments onto the paper 
using a small brush. 
  
The magnum opus of this exhibition Desire, depicts a landscape with a tiger with his genitals flushed 
and a bleeding deer who is looking at the tiger. This image shows the hypocritical social construct 
within sexuality of the stronger and the weaker figure. Also, Lee has placed the architecture of the 
Korean house in the composition in between the scene and the viewer, thereby separating the viewer 
in order that their perspective would be one of voyeurism.  
  
This exhibition signals the continuation of DOOSAN Gallery New York’s commitment to introducing 
Korean contemporary painting to the United States audience, affording viewers here the opportunity 
to consider and think about its potentiality within the realm of contemporary art. 
 
Eunsil Lee (b. 1983) received her B.F.A. and M.F.A. in Oriental painting from Seoul National University. 
She has held solo exhibitions at 1003ho Chang Gang Building (2013, Seoul, Korea), Project SARUBIA 
(2010, Seoul, Korea) and Art Space Pool (2009, Seoul, Korea). She has also participated in group 
exhibitions at venues that include Cité internationale des arts (2016, Paris, France), Leeum Samsung 
Museum of Art (2014, Seoul, Korea), COMMON CENTER (2014, Seoul, Korea), SeMA, Buk-Seoul 
Museum of Art (2013, Seoul, Korea), Arario Gallery Cheonan (2012, Cheonan, Korea), Korean Cultural 
Center UK (2011, London, U.K.), Purdy Hicks Gallery (2011, London, U.K.), Space Ssamzie (2009, Seoul, 
Korea), Gana Art Center (2009, Seoul, Korea) and National Museum of Modern and Contemporary 
Art, Gwacheon (2008, Gwacheon, Korea).  


